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Introduction School District of Philadelphia Overview The School Reform Commission (SRC) of The School District of Philadelphia (District) currently authorizes 84 operating charter schools serving approximately 65,000 students during school year 2017-2018.



Overview of Process The Charter Schools Office (CSO) of the District received nine (9) applications for new charter schools for the 2017-2018 new charter application cycle by the submission deadline of November 15, 2017. Each of these applications has been reviewed by a team of evaluators, led by the CSO, comprised of internal District employees and external reviewers with local and national expertise on the operation of successful charter schools. This evaluation report summarizes the assessments of the evaluation team and is limited to an evaluation of whether the application met the criteria set forth in the application instructions and certain aspects of the Charter School Law. This evaluation report is not intended to be a complete legal review of the charter application under the Charter School Law. The SRC by resolution at a public meeting will decide whether to approve or deny an application for a new charter school.



CSO Vision To create a service-oriented environment that enables the District to support and monitor charter schools while ensuring their accountability.



CSO Mission To assist the SRC and the District in meeting their legislative obligations under the Charter School Law and to promote accountability by exercising oversight for educationally sound and fiscally responsible charter schools as a means of improving academic achievement and strengthening school choice options in the District.



Evaluation Criteria Broadly, charter school applications will be evaluated on the following criteria: ● The extent to which the application considers the information requested in Section 1719-A of the Charter School Law and conforms to the legislative intent; ● The capabilities of the applicant, in terms of support and planning, to provide comprehensive learning experiences to students; ● The demonstrated, sustainable support for the charter school plan by parents, community members, and students; and ● The extent to which the charter school may serve as a model for other public schools.
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Proposal Overview Proposed School Name Antonia Pantoja Preparatory Charter School (APPCS or Charter School)



Application Summary As detailed in the submitted signed Fact Sheet, the applicant proposes that APPCS would serve 925 students in Kindergarten through Grade 8 at scale1. The proposed charter school would serve students beginning in the 2018-2019 school year, adding more students but not grades in future years. In Year 1, the Charter School plans to serve 425 students in Kindergarten through Grade 8; in Year 2, 550 students in Kindergarten through Grade 8; in Year 3, 675 students in Kindergarten through Grade 8; in Year 4, 800 students in Kindergarten through Grade 8; and in Year 5, 925 students in Kindergarten through Grade 8, reaching its maximum authorized enrollment. The proposed charter school would offer a dual language program as its academic model that, according to the applicant, is an educational program based upon the principles of Paulo Freire and John Dewey’s “Theory of Action Outside the Classroom”. In the application narrative, the applicant identified two different locations for the Charter School, 4322 N. 5th Street, Philadelphia, PA, 19140 (the current headquarters of ASPIRA Inc. of Pennsylvania (ASPIRA)), in the Hunting Park neighborhood of Philadelphia, and 6301 N. 2nd Street, 3rd Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19120 (the current location of Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School), in the East Oak Lane neighborhood. The Charter School proposes to contract with ASPIRA as its charter management organization (CMO). Currently, ASPIRA manages four brick-and-mortar charter schools all located in Philadelphia, and one cyber charter school, which collectively serve approximately 4,505 students. Although the application asserts that the organization has the capacity to launch and successfully operate APPCS, the evaluation team notes that the SRC issued Notice of Nonrenewal related to two of the ASPIRA Schools, Olney Charter High School and John B. Stetson Charter School in December 2017. In this evaluation report, the term “ASPIRA Schools” will be used to refer to the network of five charter schools operated by ASPIRA, the management organization.



Analysis Summary The evaluation team indicated that the mission and vision of the proposed school as presented in the application appeared to focus only on certain dimensions of a well-rounded education, while the vision of how to utilize the bilingual, biliterate and bicultural skills was unclear and limited to a vague reference of a global context. Further evaluators noted that the mission and focal points of the instructional plan were inconsistently stated, which as a result, lead evaluators to question the applicant’s intended purpose and ultimate goals. 1



Representations in the application narrative, budget and Fact Sheet regarding proposed yearly enrollment were inconsistent.
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The applicant’s academic plan purports to “promote excellence by providing all students with an academically enriched, culturally relevant curriculum in both Spanish and English, and to infuse the curriculum with the social-historical experience of all students.” The specific cultures of focus identified by the applicant were those of Puerto Rico, the Caribbean islands and Latin America, yet no explanation was provided for how this focus would be inclusive of all students who may enroll at the Charter School. Additionally, although the applicant asserted that the proposed curriculum and instruction was aligned to the Pennsylvania Core Standards (PA Core), evaluators noted that the curriculum materials provided by the applicant for English Language Arts (ELA), math and science were aligned, but all other subject areas were found to be deficient. Further, evaluators found that the applicant had not provided compelling details to support its rationale for why the program is likely to succeed with diverse learners, including atrisk students and gifted students. According to the applicant, the culture and climate of the proposed charter school will be driven by ASPIRA and the proposed charter school’s core values. Evaluators indicated that overall, the vision for proposed school’s culture and climate lacked a clear, consistent school-wide system of intentional culture building. Instead, evaluators found a combination of pieces from different approaches to culture and climate for the Charter School with no plan to cohesively blend and uniformly implement such different approaches. Regarding Organizational Compliance, the evaluation team found that although each major category of school operations was identified by the applicant, the application did not include the requisite level of detail. The applicant instead often referenced other ASPIRA Schools, and the application in this section contained numerous internal inconsistencies. For example, there were inconsistencies in the stated year by year enrollment (Year 4), the name of the school leader, the address of the proposed facility, and the staffing levels of key positions. Additionally, in areas of organizational compliance, instead of focusing on APPCS, the application and accompanying attachments often referenced Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School, an ASPIRA-managed charter school, and Eugenio Maria de Pantoja Charter School, an unknown entity. As such, evaluators could not determine if the representations in the application were samples, were accurate reflections of what would be implemented or were not applicable or relevant to APPCS. The proposed staffing plan was inconsistent throughout the application, with positions described in the narrative that were not included in the budget. As the applicant did not include a proposed staffing list or table, evaluators were not able to fully corroborate the entirety of the staffing plan and could not evaluate alignment to the academic plan or budget. Further, because certain key personnel staffing levels and student enrollment levels, such as for special education, were inconsistently presented in the application, evaluators were unable to determine if student needs would be met by the proposed staffing plan. Further, there were certain personnel referenced in the application narrative who were not listed in the budget, including a Director of Operations and a Parent Community Liaison. The Charter School intends to rely heavily on ASPIRA to provide academic, operational and financial management support through a proposed Master Service Level Agreement (MSLA). The application, however, cited inconsistent management fees (ranging from 2% to 5%) to be
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paid to ASPIRA by the Charter School and inconsistent agreement periods (one year or aligned to charter term). The MSLA contemplates a management fee and a charge for Direct Services Costs. However, the identification of services to be provided under the management fee and of services to be separately billed as Direct Services Costs was vague. Additionally, the MSLA appears to grant unilateral fee setting authority to ASPIRA. The applicant’s response to recruitment, admissions, enrollment and retention prompts lacked clarity and raised several concerns for evaluators. Further, this section of the application included materials that appeared to be for other ASPIRA Schools. The applicant indicated that the Charter School intends to transfer its waiting lists at other ASPIRA Schools to the lottery for APPCS and to hold the lottery in February, 2018. It appeared to evaluators that families on these other waitlists did not need to take any action to actually apply to APPCS, which would be contrary to the Charter School Law (CSL). Additionally, the entirety of the enrollment packet appeared to be for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School, an ASPIRA-managed school. Moreover, although a cover sheet to the enrollment packet identified the five required documents, the enrollment packet itself required documents which cannot be required for enrollment according to guidance issued by the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE). Evaluators noted several inconsistencies and concerns with respect to the budget and the proposed financial policies. As mentioned above, several staff positions identified in the application narrative were not included in the budget. There were also instances of items that were underbudgeted including substitute services, tuition reimbursement, professional development and lease expenses. Taken together, evaluators expressed concerns that the budget as presented lacked sufficient flexibility to address unforeseen changes in revenues and expenditures; evaluators expressed concern that Years 1 and 2 would end in deficit, with the potential for deficits in Years 3-5 as well. Evaluators also noted inconsistencies and errors in the proposed financial policies, raising concerns whether the policies could be effectively implemented and whether proper controls would be in place to ensure appropriate stewardship of the school’s funds. Evaluators were similarly concerned with the facilities proposal. In the application, there were two addresses cited for the location of the Charter School: 4322 N. 5th Street and 6301 N. 2nd Street; additionally, another address cited for the location of the Charter School in an attachment was 141 E. Hunting Park Avenue. The lease attached to the application, however, was for space at 4322 N 5th Street. The lack of consistency with regards to a fundamental component of the Charter School’s operation was deeply concerning to evaluators. The proposed lease also included unfavorable terms for the Charter School, including but not limited to, language that would place the Charter School in default if a payment were late by five days and terms that indicated that the Charter School would be responsible for all repairs, including replacement of core systems, and for capital improvements to a rented facility. Regarding Community Engagement and Support, evaluators noted that the applicant provided mixed evidence of support for APPCS to open. The applicant submitted 168 letters of support from Philadelphia residents and one letter of support from an elected official. Although the Charter School proposed a number of partnerships and community organizations potentially to
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provide wrap-around and social service supports for students and families, the applicant included only one Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with a potential community partner; this was concerning because the school proposes to open in approximately seven months. Regarding evidence of intent to enroll, as previously mentioned, the applicant stated an intent to populate the lottery with waitlisted students from other ASPIRA Schools. As such, evaluators were not able to determine if the spreadsheet with a list of 341 unique students represented students from the waitlists for these other ASPIRA Schools or students who specifically had indicated an intent to enroll at APPCS. No actual letters of intent were provided beyond the spreadsheet. As a general note, evaluators observed that the application was not prepared in response to the District’s 2017-2018 New Charter Application form. It appears that the applicant submitted a response based on a prior year’s application for new charter schools. As such, the applicant was not responsive to all prompts in the 2017-2018 New Charter Application. Thus, evaluators were not able to conduct a comprehensive and thorough evaluation in all sections of the 2017-2018 New Charter Application form.



Mission of the School The application identifies three mission statements: “Antonia Pantoja Preparatory Charter School’s primary mission is to educate youth who, upon graduation, identify at minimum as bilingual, biliterate and bicultural, socially conscious individuals dedicated to service.” (page 1) “Our mission is to provide a bilingual, bicultural, academically enriched program in English and Spanish that enables students to make the most of their individual talents.” (page 1) “Our mission is to provide an academically rigorous program in both English and Spanish that enables students to make the most of their individual talents and encourages cultural enrichment and preparedness for secondary and post-secondary options.” (page 4)



Proposed Location The applicant proposes two conflicting locations within the application: 4322 N. 5th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19140 (the current headquarters of ASPIRA) in North Philadelphia and 6301 N. 2nd Street, 3rd Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19120 (the current location of Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School) in North Philadelphia.



Focus of the School/Academic Program The applicant identified as the “focal points” of the proposed Charter School’s comprehensive educational design the following: an engaging, PA Core aligned curriculum chosen for its cultural relevance to students; a belief in a dual-language approach; data-driven instruction with a focus on education technology with integration in teaching and learning; a strong emphasis on high quality and ongoing professional and leadership development; community service; tactile and student-centered learning; a commitment to the expressive arts; physical fitness; healthy
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lifestyles; comprehensive and well-resourced supports for special student populations; encouraging/supporting parental engagement; providing a full range of extracurricular programs for all students; pre-college and pre-career readiness; summer programs; and school climate improvements. The applicant identifies an instructional focus on the history of Puerto Rico, Caribbean islands and Latin America that combined with the dual language program will “help children become bilingual and in many cases retain the language of their culture.”



Enrollment Projections2 Academic Year



Proposed Enrollment



Grades Served



2018-19



425



K-8



2019-20



550



K-8



2020-21



675



K-8



2021-22



800



K-8



2022-23



925



K-8



Proposed Opening Year



☑



2018-19



☐



2019-20



New or Experienced Operator (in Philadelphia)



☐



New Operator



☑



Experienced Operator



2



Enrollment projections as presented in this table are from the signed Fact Sheet submitted by the applicant. This data was inconsistently represented throughout the application. The five-year budget identifies 850, not 800, students in Year 4 and the Facility Plan (Attachment 34) states 1200 students at scale.
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Section Summaries Opening and maintaining a high-performing charter school depends on having a complete, coherent plan and identifying highly capable individuals to execute that plan. The analysis below provides insight into the key strengths and weaknesses of the five main sections of the new charter applicant’s proposal.



Mission and Vision Evaluators found that the applicant presented multiple versions of a mission statement in the application (pages 1 and 4), although those presented did coalesce around being student focused with students becoming bilingual and bicultural. One version of the mission also references social consciousness and a dedication to service; however, it was silent on academics. Another version does reference an academically enriched program, and yet another vision references academic rigor. The applicant asserts that the mission and vision of the Charter School are “singular in their focus on dual language instruction and an instructional focus on the history of Puerto Rico, Caribbean islands, and Latin America” (page 1). This inconsistency of missions led evaluators to question the true purpose of the Charter School and whether the Charter School would be centered in improving student learning for all students or language and culture. Further, since the applicant identified specific cultures as a “singular focus” without any explanation provided for how this focus would be inclusive of all students who may enroll at the Charter School, evaluators had concern for the applicant’s ability to serve all students with equity and to support students beyond those with these as “their culture” (page 1). Evaluators did find that a goal of creating bilingual, biliterate and bicultural students is relevant and grounded in research, and that developing “socially conscious individuals dedicated to service” was an appropriate goal to help provide students with 21st century skills. However, the evaluation team indicated a desire for a goal that would be inclusive of other key attributes of a well-rounded education, such as Mathematics, the Sciences, the Arts, and Health and Wellness. Further, it was not clear to evaluators how the proposed school envisions students utilizing the 21st century skills gained other than “in a global context.” There is no reference to students utilizing skills obtained at the proposed school to serve and impact specific communities, including the ones in which the students live. Evaluators also raised questions about the claim that the model proposed for the Charter School is the only model of its kind in Philadelphia. Evaluators noted that this conflicts with the evidence provided by the applicant of two other ASPIRA Schools operating with this model. Further, evaluators were aware of at least two other independently operated charter schools in the City of Philadelphia that are not affiliated with this applicant that use bilingual and biliterate models.
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Academic Plan The applicant identified that the proposed school’s educational philosophy is rooted in “an environment where all students will understand and be continually motivated to reach their full potential using (the proposed school’s) core values.” However, evaluators found that these core values, at times six, in other representations eight with only some overlap, were not consistently stated throughout the application3 (page 1, 4 and 24). Evaluators did indicate that the educational design proposed in the application was comprehensive but perhaps too broad by including 16 to 17 “focal points”: an engaging, PA Core aligned curriculum chosen for its cultural relevance to students; a belief in a dual-language approach; data-driven instruction with a focus on education technology with integration in teaching and learning; a strong emphasis on high quality and ongoing professional and leadership development; community service; tactile and student-centered learning; a commitment to the expressive arts; physical fitness; healthy lifestyles; comprehensive and well-resourced supports for special student populations; encouraging/supporting parental engagement; providing a full range of extracurricular programs for all students; pre-college and pre-career readiness; summer programs; and school climate improvements. Although the focal points were not consistent throughout the application, evaluators indicated this plan would meet the needs of a range of learners and provide opportunities for teachers. Evaluators, however, did note that the “focal points” of the educational plan might have too much breadth as 15 or more areas of focus might create instructional management and norming challenges. APPCS indicated that they would seek to encourage all of their students to be lifelong learners and be actively engaged in their community. Evaluators recognized a consistent intent to serve all students in a culturally relevant manner, but evaluators noted concern for the realization of the Charter School’s educational philosophy to reach all students especially based on the narrow cultural focus of the Charter School on only three specific cultures. The applicant’s plan references the principles of Dewey and Freire as evidence of a research basis and speaks to curricular alignment to the PA Core. The applicant also outlines the importance of a dual language program, preparing students for secondary and post-secondary success, and the professional development of staff. Further, the applicant identifies the importance of the school climate and culture for students' experiences with learning and of the incorporation of hands-on, student-centered learning for the development of critical thinking skills and achievement of high academic standards. However, evaluators indicated that additional references (specific citations) to research-based curricula and pedagogical strategies were needed to support the evidence-based claims and that the application lacked a thorough and compelling explanation for how the educational philosophy would be supported and sustained beyond strong teacher professional development (pages 4-5). Evaluators had concerns generally about the curriculum. First, the applicant did not provide a clear rationale why the proposed curriculum would be successful for this particular school. Second, the applicant did not discuss how the curriculum could be adapted to ensure that 3



Page 1 of the application identified core values as integrity, honesty, kindness, citizenship, cooperation, fairness, responsibility and the pursuit of excellence. Conversely, page 4 identifies the core values as honesty, respect, integrity, citizenship, pursuit of excellence and cooperation.
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learning opportunities would be increased for all students who would likely enroll at this Charter School. Third, the applicant did not explain how students, specifically certain at-risk students, would be supported to have a successful educational experience. Reasons provided by the applicant for selecting the curriculum included alignment to the PA Core, early bilingual instruction which can scaffold later success, and personalization capability. Evaluators were concerned that there was no research basis provided as an explanation for selection of the curriculum, only general claims that were not supported by details. The curriculum submitted by the applicant for Kindergarten through Grade 8 did not fully align to the PA Core for all subjects to be taught at the Charter School in Year 1: the Charter School intends to open as a Kindergarten through Grade 8 school. While the Curriculum & Educational Plan includes a thorough narrative description for ELA, math and science, all other subject areas were found to be deficient. Only the science curriculum reflected full alignment to the PA standards at all grade levels. Although curricular materials were provided for all subjects to be taught in Year 1 including Spanish Language Arts (SLA), the materials provided were not complete. For example, the applicant did not provide clear evidence of standards alignment to the PA Core and Pennsylvania Academic Standards for ELA, Visual Arts, music or SLA. Unit plans were only provided for science and math. Full lesson plans, evidence of differentiated instruction, goals and objectives, and assessments were not provided for any subject with the exception of math which did identify assessments. Evaluators were also unclear regarding the integration of various components of the curriculum. For example, the applicant identified using both GoMath! (page 12 and Attachment 1) and Saxon Math (Pages 14-15); however, the curricular materials provided did not identify how these two curriculums would be integrated or at what grade levels they would be used. The plan for serving and supporting special education students and English Learners (ELs) inside and outside of the classroom was provided. The plan describes the procedures for the identification, assessment and monitoring of students, as well as the procedures for exiting students from services. However, the programs, supports and interventions for those who are native Spanish speakers is confounded and confused by the Charter School's presentation of a bilingual program. Evaluators found that a clear distinction was necessary to thoroughly evaluate the Language Instruction Educational Program (LIEP) for ELs apart from the schoolwide bilingual instructional program. It also was not clear how many certified English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers would be directly employed by the Charter School to support students outside of the bilingual teachers teaching the SLA curriculum to all students. The application did not clearly identify which staff member would be responsible for the coordination of the assessments nor was there an explicit explanation of the ELL Coordinator’s role, a position identified in the budget. The applicant stated that they would seek to group ELs in “intentional clusters” in one classroom per grade as this would assist with “adequate and equitable allocation of resources”. Evaluators found this decision to be budget based but not student-centered and had concerns for concentrating ELs in specific classrooms without a clear instructional, research-based rationale (page 17). Evaluators also indicated that it is not clear how students in the SLA program receive instruction in all other content areas nor how students in the SLA program are assessed in all content areas. Also noted as missing by evaluators was an explanation of the rubric for the service learning project or Spanish Language completion project exit criteria (page 14, Attachment 2).
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Evaluators noted that the academic plan includes how at-risk students and accelerated learners would be identified, how parents would be notified and included, how students would be evaluated, how students would be supported and progress monitored, who is responsible for which components of the process and what tools or interventions would be utilized (pages 1723). Evaluators identified a clear explanation of how the school would identify at risk students through a systematic screening and referral process. The Response to Instruction and Intervention (RtII) plan proposed by the applicant raised several concerns for evaluators, however. The plan provided by the applicant includes universal screening but only for students in Kindergarten through Grade 4, leaving evaluators uncertain about how students in upper grades would be screened and referred for evaluation timely (page 15). The RtII plan does delineate that students will be in differentiated groups, including a remedial group. Students who make limited progress in these groups are referred to the Support Services Coordinator, who at that time would hold a team meeting to review data and to determine whether to make a referral for a comprehensive school evaluation. Evaluators indicated that this model is a part of the RtII process, but that there are missing interventions, including universal interventions implemented by the classroom teacher during regular classroom instruction, one-on-one tutoring and other forms of individualized intervention given in other settings. The escalation from small group intervention to a comprehensive school evaluation does not seem to fit a RtII model of attempting, tracking and assessing interventions in order to reduce the number of referrals for special education evaluation. Evaluation team members noted an equity concern in that this could have the effect of increasing the number of referrals, particularly from certain subgroups (page 16). The applicant’s plan for serving and supporting low-incidence Special Education students was limited to identifying different instructional models, including push-in and pull-out services, and stating that the school is a “full-time” special education environment (page 18). The applicant did identify that the Charter School would expect to enroll students across a range of disability types including autism, intellectual disability, other health impairment and specific learning disability, but the applicant then did not sufficiently describe differentiated supports, services or settings to appropriately meet the needs of these learners at a level of rigor and high expectation. Further, evaluators noted that the rate of projected enrollment of students with “specific learning disability” was more than two times that of the District (96 of 500 students at the Charter School versus 41 of 500 in the District) while the rate of emotional disturbance was significantly lower (1 of 500 students at the Charter School versus 7 of 500 students in the District). The applicant stated that their experience was that “many students coming from SDP had not been evaluated as required” (page 15), however that does not explain this disproportionality and rates of “specific learning disability” that far exceed the District and charter sector averages. Evaluators noted that the applicant does not speak to how the academic and social programs of the Charter School would change or would evolve for students at each grade level nor is it clear what would continue to motivate student learning and build culture and community as students are promoted through the grade levels at the school. Evaluators noted no plan for credit recovery or no description of summer programs outside of Extended School Year. However, the Charter School requires the passing of all core subjects, an attendance rate of 85% or higher in the previous two years, completion of a service learning project and completion of a Spanish Language graduation project in order to be promoted to the 9th grade. There is also an explicit mention of retention as a possibility if a student has an excessive number of absences, although 11



“excessive” is not defined, yet the applicant did not provide a plan for recovery to prevent retention (page 24). In the School Culture & Climate section, evaluators noted an extensive description of a vision for what the applicant wants to see from its students. There are many activities, acknowledgements, rewards, consequences, special events and goals for this vision; however, the applicant only minimally addresses the plan to scaffold and create such an environment, limited to encouraging students to be intrinsically motivated and using the Class Dojo system, which is not required of its staff, only encouraged. Teachers would use the Class Dojo system as a positive behavior and communication system to track behavior, maximize seat time and limit the removal of students from class; however, the applicant provides only a superficial description of how teachers will be trained in this system, how the system will be incorporated in the school’s culture, and how the system will be integrated with other systems in the school that impact the learning environment, including the RtII System. As such, evaluators had concerns for a system that relies on individual teacher discretion to motivate students which does not align with the vision for the proposed charter school’s culture. Further, due to the applicant utilizing an outdated application, the applicant provided limited details regarding preventing and monitoring bullying and harassment, ensuring students feel safe and welcomed in the school, and plans to ensure student voice and engagement. (pages 24-25) The applicant’s plan to address student mental, emotional, and social development and health included a partnership with Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine to provide counseling and group support to students in the middle school, but only vague statements regarding the plan for students in elementary grades. There is mention of a partnership with the Center for Grieving Children, but no Memorandum of Understanding was provided to show evidence of this relationship (page 25, Attachment 36) even though the Charter School proposes to serve nine grade levels of students beginning in Year 1. Additionally, although requested in the application, the applicant did not provide any demographic data regarding the projected social, emotional and behavioral health needs of the students they expect to enroll which led evaluators to question if the staffing and partnerships identified would have the capacity to meet the needs of the students and if the Charter School was adequately prepared to support and address the range of student needs. The Academic Data & Goals section provided a limited description of the Charter School’s datadriven instruction program. The application only includes a broad description of the uses for the data, the type of training to be provided to teachers in connection with use of the data and what might trigger corrective actions. Additionally, evaluators noted that the data-drive instruction plan does not include yearly academic goals and performance benchmarks, the procedures for monitoring, and identification of all assessments that would be used to measure academic success. Although the applicant identified standards with measures and data sources, it was not clear to evaluators what the goals were anchored to, what annual escalation benchmarks would be established for each year of the charter term or how the proposed standards would be used to measure the achievement gap of students by sub-group as required by the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). There was no description of how the data will be used by teachers in decision-making and who is responsible for implementing corrective actions. (pages 29-37, Attachment 4) Additionally, evaluators indicated that this section contained confusing explanations. There was also inconsistent use of “ASPIRA” versus “Pantoja Prep”. 12



Organizational Compliance Although the evaluation team identified some areas of strength with regards to the Organizational Compliance section, ultimately there were notable deficiencies throughout the application in this domain. Although the applicant was generally responsive to the components of this section of the application, evaluators found that, as with other sections of the application, the responses lack cohesion, detail and specificity. Further, evaluators noted that the applicant’s responses did not address all of the components of the 2017-2018 New Charter Application. It was unclear to evaluators if responses were unique to and aligned specifically to the mission, vision, academic plan and targeted student population of APPCS, because many of the responses were identical or substantially similar to the new charter application for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Preparatory Charter School. Regarding the founding coalition and initial operating board, evaluators note several concerns. The application states that the Charter School’s board will incorporate itself, “Pantoja Prep’s current School Board will be the incorporator of Pantoja Preparatory” (page 52). This technically is an impossibility under the Pennsylvania Nonprofit Corporation Law, because the board of trustees of a nonprofit corporation is not appointed until after the nonprofit corporation has been incorporated by the incorporator or incorporators. Additionally, the application states that the current members of the board of trustees of other ASPIRA Schools are the “primary members” of the Charter School’s founding coalition (page 37). Evaluators found that while the current board members at other the ASPIRA Schools have prior experience in charter school governance, the applicant had not demonstrated that the board members of the ASPIRA Schools had a track record of effective and successful governance. Evaluators noted that the SRC approved Notices of Nonrenewal for two of the five ASPIRA Schools in December 2017. The reports of the CSO recommending nonrenewal posted on the District website and the Notices of Nonrenewal set forth allegations that the ASPIRA Schools board of trustees for Olney Charter High School and John B. Stetson Charter School failed to operate in accordance with their bylaws and policies and with applicable law. Additionally, as set forth in the audits attached to the application, there are several loans for ASPIRA-related entities which are guaranteed or secured by revenues of the ASPIRA Schools have fallen into forbearance. Of additional concern is that the application states that the Board of Trustees will “provide its oversight of the charter school through delegation to a CMO” (page 52). The APPCS board cannot delegate its oversight of the Charter School to ASPIRA, its CMO and landlord, because of the conflicts of interests and lack of independence such an arrangement would involve. It is also unclear to evaluators why the applicant specified “primary” members because the application did not identify other members of the founding coalition or anyone who would not be a “primary” member. It is the applicant’s intent for the board chair, treasurer and secretary of the current board of trustees of the ASPIRA Schools to form the initial operating board for APPCS. Based on representations in the application, the parent representative of “the Pantoja charter board” would serve until APPCS forms a parent association and elects the president of that association to the APPCS Board to assume the parent seat (page 37). This suggested to evaluators that the proposed APPCS operating board of trustees would have only four members with voting rights for the Charter School, although the application noted eight board committees.
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There would not be any board members with education, legal or real estate expertise, which evaluators felt necessary to ensure effective oversight of the proposed charter school. The application narrative identifies a proposed school leader for the Charter School, Alberto Vargas, who has extensive experience leading a charter school with an aligned mission and grade span4. However, evaluators believe this to be an error as the Fact Sheet and attached school leader resume (Attachment 6) were for a Sandra Gonzalez, the current principal at Antonia Pantoja Charter School. Regardless, evaluators were concerned that the applicant has identified a current sitting principal as the principal of the proposed charter school with no indication as to whether the proposed individual would serve as the principal for two schools, in this case Antonia Pantoja Charter School and APPCS, or if the principal would leave the current school to assume the new role. Evaluators identified numerous deficiencies regarding the proposed staffing plan for the Charter School. Beyond the principal, the application narrative describes a leadership team that includes a Senior Lead Educator (SLE) and a Support Services Coordinator (page 38), as well as a Director of Operations that would be hired (page 42). The application narrative also identifies a staff position of a Parent Community Liaison (page 60). Submitted as an application attachment related to school leadership team members are job descriptions for SLEs, a Special Education Coordinator, an ELL Coordinator, a Behavior Specialist, a Community Outreach Coordinator and a School Counselor (Attachment 6). The organizational chart provided, however, does not display a Behavior Specialist, Community Outreach Coordinator, Parent Community Liaison or Director of Operations but does identify an Assistant Principal (Attachment 8). The discrepancies extend to the proposed budget, which in Year 1 does not appear to include an allocation for the Community Outreach Coordinator, Parent Community Liaison or Director of Operations (Attachment 26). The applicant references an “attached Staffing list Detail chart” (page 40), but evaluators were unable to locate such a document. Ultimately, aside from the principal, it was not clear to evaluators who would actually serve on the Charter School’s leadership and support staffing team. Nor was it clear from the application what the roles of the leadership and support staffing team would be, and without these positions identified in the application narrative as having key responsibilities, who would assume these duties. Further, the application stated that the Director of Operations’ responsibilities would include a range of operational matters such as finance/budgeting, security and climate, and community partnerships (page 42). Evaluators flagged this as an area of concern given that the diversity of responsibilities likely requires a candidate with expertise across many domains and the applicant has not identified a candidate for the position, provided a job description or as previously noted, budgeted for the position (Attachment 24). The special education staffing model presented in the application would be sufficient to support the proposed special education enrollment of 25%; however, evaluators note that enrollment percentages of 24.9%, 25% and 27% special education students were inconsistently identified in the application (pages 46 and 56, Attachment 26). In terms of special education staffing, however, evaluators note that the application narrative identified nine Special Education teachers 4



Evaluators also noted that the application states that Alberto Vargas is the “current principal at Eugenio Maria De Pantoja Charter School” but, to the evaluation team’s knowledge, Eugenio Maria De Pantoja Charter School is not an existing charter school (page 38).
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(page 19), while only six Special Education teachers were included in the budget (Attachment 26). The level of budgeted special education staffing is insufficient, because the application stated that each grade would have a Special Education teacher and the Charter School would serve nine grade levels in Year 1. Further, if more of the enrolled special education students require pull-out in a resource room or require self-contained settings, or if there was an uneven distribution of special education across grade levels, it was unclear to evaluators how the staffing of only one special education instructor per grade would be sufficient (page 19). Enrollment levels of ELs were also inconsistently represented in the application which would have staffing implications. The application indicates that student enrollment projections are based on current enrollments at ASIRA Schools, which the applicant identifies as 20% EL, but then the applicant presents expected EL enrollment rates of 12% and 13% elsewhere in the application and budget (pages 46 and 56). Regarding personnel policies, the applicant provided a detailed set of attachments including, but not limited to, policies that cover hiring, conflict of interest and bereavement leave. Evaluators found that while the proposed policies are detailed and comprehensive, not all of the proposed policies appear to be for APPCS. For example, the hiring policy is for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Preparatory Charter School; the conflict of interest policy states that “all employees owe a duty of loyalty to Olney Charter High School”; and the bereavement policy is intended for employees of ASPIRA (Attachment 7). Evaluators were not able to affirm that any of the proposed personnel policies were created and/or clearly intended for the Charter School. Further, the hiring policies provided require only criminal background checks for new employees and do not mention the requirement that all new employees obtain child abuse clearances. The application narrative indicates that ASPIRA would lead the Charter School’s recruitment and hiring processes. Touting prior successes, the application states that “ASPIRA has established a fully staffed HR department that supports our schools in identifying, recruiting, hiring, and training qualified leaders, teachers and support staff” (page 39). While evaluators noted that ASPIRA may have demonstrated its capacity to provide human resources (HR) support at other schools, the application did not clearly identify the person(s) responsible for HR matters at the proposed school. Furthermore, “recruitment services” is the only specific service, classified as a Direct Service under “Human Resources and Payroll”, related to hiring that is included within the proposed MSLA between the Charter School and ASPIRA (Attachment 24). Although the representation in the application narrative suggests that ASPIRA would comprehensively support HR matters for the Charter School, there is no supporting evidence of this scope of services in the proposed MSLA. Regarding the Charter School’s staffing model and expectations, the applicant noted that APPCS will strive to have a 1:25 student to teacher ratio and 1:13-15 student to instructional staff ratio including other staff members such as special education teachers, ESL teachers and expressive arts teachers (page 39). Evaluators noted that the ratios appear reasonable but no staffing plan or the aforementioned detailed staffing list was included to confirm the proposed figures. Evaluators were also not able to confirm that the Charter School would be able to maintain a staff certification level of at least 75% as the applicant’s response to describe their efforts to meet this requirement was limited. The narrative merely includes statements that “ongoing recruitment of highly qualified staff” and “the support of non certified instructional staff with the 15



completion of their educational and certification requirements” would permit the Charter School to have compliant staff certification levels (page 40). Further, due to the absence of a detailed staffing list, evaluators were unable to determine who would be the employer of record for the various staffing positions referenced throughout the application – the Charter School, ASPIRA or a third party service provider. Regarding staff development and evaluation, the applicant described a teacher observation and coaching structure based on the Danielson framework and largely supported by SLEs (page 41). All teachers would receive at least two formal observations each year and receive feedback from a SLE or coach. Evaluators found that the description of the evaluation process along with the supporting attachments demonstrated the applicant’s capacity to evaluate teachers. The observation and feedback process, however, lacked details pertaining to specific intervention for performance below expectations and what specific performance improvement strategies would be implemented, nor were timelines for improvement clearly stated. Regarding professional development, evaluators found that the description provided within the narrative lacked sufficient clarity. While, as described in the narrative, staff development includes common planning time built into the calendar twice per week and 90 minutes of targeted professional development each Wednesday afternoon (page 41), the accompanying attachments appear to be for the 2017-2018 school year for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School (Attachment 10); as such evaluators were not certain if the attached would be the plan for the 2018-2019 school year at a newly created charter school, APPCS. The contents of the professional development attachments are also nearly exclusive to the summer induction program and do not describe opportunities proposed for the school year. The applicant was generally responsive to prompts related to school operations but evaluators did identify areas of concern. The school calendar submitted for school year 2018-2019 includes 183 instructional days and appears to comply with 1715-A of Act 22 (Attachment 11). The application states that a school nurse will be available to provide mandatory health screenings and the budget reflects an allocation in Year 1 for a full-time nurse (page 44, Attachment 26). Regarding food services, the Charter School intends on participating in the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) but the application fails to indicate whether the program would provide universal free lunch and breakfast. The application acknowledges that transportation services would be provided through ASPIRA as a bussing vendor under the MSLA as a Direct Service for additional cost, not through the District, but evaluators were concerned with the framing and details of the response provided. For instance, the application states that “transportation services are provided for all students who apply for it” (page 44). It was not clear to evaluators why a student would have to “apply” for transportation or what the application process would entail. The application goes on to state that “priority” is given to special education students. Evaluators were particularly concerned here as transportation services stipulated within a student’s Individualized Educational Program (IEP) are not subject to an application or a priority. Further, evaluators noted that the application states that transportation services will be offered for nine months during the year but the proposed school calendar indicates that students will be in school from late-August through mid-June (10
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months). As such, evaluators were unable to validate if transportation provision for APPCS would be in accordance with the Charter School Law requirements and eligibility criteria. Regarding employee benefits, the proposed health care plan for Charter School employees is stated to be the same as other ASPIRA Schools. According to the application narrative, the Charter School also proposes to offer a 403(b) retirement plan with a minimum 6% employee contribution and mandatory 6% employer match. The relevant attachment, however, is for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School and does not provide sufficient detail regarding the retirement plan for evaluation nor is there any indication if it has been approved as an alternative to PSERS (Attachment 13). Further, evaluators identified a discrepancy between the application narrative (page 42) and benefits attachment, which both cite 403(b) plans, as compared to the Internal Financial Controls policy which cites a 401(k) plan (Attachment 28). The attendance and truancy intervention processes included in the narrative appear to be compliant but rely heavily on the Director of Operations and the Community Liaison (page 43). As previously mentioned, neither position is budgeted in Year 1. The truancy plan includes a series of scaffolded steps beginning with phone calls to parents/guardians for every unexcused absence and concluding with a referral to the District Attorney’s office for more serious attendance concerns (page 43). Whereas the Code of Conduct (Attachment 17) submitted is aligned to Act 138 and new requirements for truancy, the application narrative makes reference to tracking consecutive, not cumulative, unexcused absences which is not compliant. Evaluators, however, were not able to locate the truancy forms that the application cites as being included as an attachment. Regarding student enrollment and the target population, the Charter School anticipates that its student demographics will mirror those at the existing Antonia Pantoja Charter School. Evaluators found this to be reasonable based on the proposed location of the Charter School. Evaluators were confused, however, by the applicant’s statement that the Charter School “will service students who are first generation English learners, Special Education, and those who are not on track from low performing district schools as determined by the School Performance Profiles” and will meet projections “based on our post-enrollment screening procedures” (page 45). It was not clear exactly how the Charter School would ensure that it would enroll the targeted population or what post-enrollment screening procedures are and how they would support the projections. For example, the use of the phrase “first generation English learners” was concerning as evaluators were not familiar with the phrase (vs. first generation immigrant); and evaluators questioned how the Charter School would be able to specifically target “first generation English learners.” Similarly, evaluators were concerned with how the school would target special education students or students not on track from low performing District schools as charter schools are prohibited from identifying special education status or prior academic history of a student prior to enrollment. The Charter School’s application, lottery and enrollment procedures are not comprehensive and do not appear to be compliant. Regarding the student application and lottery process, the applicant indicated that the lottery for APPCS would be automatically populated by students on “our pre-existing wait lists and the completed intent to enroll” (page 47). As the Charter School proposes to be a new school, evaluators were concerned with the inference that the APPCS
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lottery would be populated by the transfer of student names from another school or set of schools where the parent/guardian seemingly had not applied directly to APPCS. The lottery and admissions attachment alludes to having a sibling preference and a separate sibling lottery if there are more sibling applicants than seats available (Attachment 16). Later in the application, the narrative cites a preference for students in the Kensington and Olney catchments (page 60). It is not clear how the various preferences would be used in determining entry to the Charter School. The applicant also asserts that “non-Philadelphia residents are ineligible for admission” (Attachment 16). Evaluators note that whereas preferences may prevent non-Philadelphia students from enrolling, the Charter School Law identifies that any student resident of the Commonwealth is eligible for admission to a charter school in Pennsylvania. Additionally, the applicant failed to acknowledge whether or not the Charter School will back-fill from waiting lists as seats become available. Further, the evaluation team was concerned by the Charter School’s intention to hold a lottery in February, 2018 given that Year 1 is anticipated to be 20182019 and a decision by the SRC to grant or deny the application is unlikely to take place with enough time to permit interested families to apply (page 48). Also, the entirety of the enrollment packet appeared to be for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School. Moreover, although a cover sheet appropriately identified the five required documents, the enrollment packet itself required documents which cannot be required for enrollment according to guidance issued by the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) (Attachment 16). Regarding recruitment, marketing and retention, evaluators found that the application included a comprehensive and relevant list of recruitment strategies inclusive of social media, radio, TV and community partners (page 47). Evaluators, however, were unable to identify appropriate funding in the budget to allow for realization of the marketing ideas and were concerned with the feasibility of the plan. Evaluators found the Charter School’s proposed Code of Conduct to be reasonable, thorough, and inclusive of due process provisions for students, including those with disabilities. The proposed Code of Conduct includes four levels of infractions with expulsions being reserved for severe Level 4 infractions only. In instances of a recommendation for expulsion, the Code of Conduct describes the due process provisions for students including, but not limited to, initial notification of the hearing, the student’s right to present witnesses and timeliness of proceedings. The Code of Conduct also includes a section for students with IEPs and describes the required Manifestation Determination process (Attachment 17). The applicant, however, did not sufficiently describe the Charter School’s process for tracking incidents to ensure that the Code of Conduct is not disproportionally impacting specific subgroups of students. Evaluators found that the Code of Student Conduct suspension and expulsion procedures for bullying behavior attached to the application to violate Charter 12 and the Public School Code. The Code section on bullying does not allow for an informal hearing for a suspension. For an expulsion hearing on bullying, a student is not allowed to be represented at the hearing by an attorney. Additionally, a student or a parent does not have a right to appeal an expulsion decision to the school board because the school board has voted not to hear student expulsion appeals.
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The applicant submitted a safety plan that describes procedures for fire drills, shelter-in-place scenarios and other situations that may present a danger to students. The Vital Information Packet included with the application lists key points of contact within the Charter School and at ASPIRA, however, it also presents the Charter School’s address as 141 E. Hunting Park Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19140 (Attachment 18). This is neither the address presented on the Fact Sheet nor is it identified elsewhere within the narrative; as such evaluators were unable to confirm that this Vital Information Packet was developed for and specific to APPCS. Regarding Act 26 reporting and the Gun Free School Act, the application designates the Director of Operations as the lead point of contact. As stated previously, the Director of Operations is neither identified in the organizational chart nor in the proposed budget, therefore evaluators were unclear as to which individual would assume these responsibilities in Year 1 and possibly future years.. The applicant submitted Articles of Incorporation for the Charter School which identify Latsha Davis & McKenna as the incorporator; this is in conflict with the application narrative which as previously mentioned identified the APPCS board as the incorporator (page 52 and Attachment 19). The application, however, fails to describe how and when the applicant team would transition leadership to the formal governing board. The proposed bylaws appear to be tailored for the Charter School but evaluators did identify concerns. For example, the bylaws state that the Board will be composed of no fewer than five (5) people but the applicant submitted only four (4) resumes of potential Board members (Attachment 21) and only identified plans to have four board members for APPCS, the three members of the founding coalition and the president of the Parent Association of APPCS. Also, although the proposed Board meeting calendar includes monthly meetings, the bylaws indicate that the Board of the Charter School may hold as few as one (1) regular meeting per year (Attachment 20). None of the Board meetings proposed in school year 2018-2019 based on the board meeting schedule submitted would be held at the assumed Charter School location, 4322 N. 5th Street (Attachment 22) creating concerns for access and equity of the school community. The Charter School proposes to contract with ASPIRA for management services through a MSLA. Although the narrative states that the MSLA is for one-year terms with automatic oneyear renewals (page 53), the copy of the MSLA provided states that the agreement will be for the full term of the charter (Attachment 24). The management fee in the proposed MSLA is for 2% of local school funds in Years 1 to 3 and 4% of local school funds in Year 4 to 5; however the application narrative states that the management fee would be 5% (page 53) and the Year 1 budget expense for “CMO management fees” is 4% of local school funds leaving evaluators uncertain as to what the management fee would be in each year. In addition to management services as above, which were vaguely defined in the MSLA as only “executive and management level academic and operational services”, the MSLA provides for separate payment to ASPIRA for Direct Services of financial and business services including human resources and payroll, information technology and support, facilities security and maintenance, nutrition and transportation services. The MSLA included a Service Schedule for these Direct Services but it only listed the services which could be direct billed and did not identify any costs for the services. Evaluators were particularly concerned with what appeared to be a unilateral right for ASPIRA to both establish and increase the fees for these Direct Services. The MSLA states, “reimbursement for any Direct Services Costs, which shall be based (in each Year) on the pricing which ASPIRA charges for its Services…shall be subject to change by ASPIRA, not more than
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once per calendar year, at ASPIRA’s reasonable discretion…in no event shall any Service cost change with respect to any Service represent an increase of more than $175,000” (Attachment 24, Section 2.2). These terms suggested to evaluators that for each of the eight identified Direct Services, ASPIRA could increase the annual charge from some unidentified base rate of up to $175,000 for each services with no mutual agreement from the Charter School, preventing APPCS from being able to effectively manage its annual expenses and budget. Additionally, as the Direct Services include key student services including transportation and food services, evaluators were concerned about the disruption of services to students should costs become unreasonable. In consideration of this structure which assigns a management fee for only academic and operational management services plus costs for direct services for administrative and contracting services, financial management services, human resources and payroll, and information technology and support services, evaluators find the “management and services fees” for ASPIRA, as CMO, to be significantly higher than Philadelphia charter sector averages. Additionally, evaluators were concerned about whether the MSLA was for APPCS, because there were several references in the MSLA to “Balances” for an entity not elsewhere identified, and Appendix A states that the effective date for Direct Services is July 1, 2016. Evaluators noted the experience of ASPIRA as a management entity whose educational affiliations include four brick-and-mortar charter schools, one cyber charter school and a Head Start program. There were concerns raised, however, regarding the performance record of the management organization, specifically with regards to its management of brick-and-mortar charter schools in Philadelphia. The application describes ASPIRA’s capacity to support a range of services including, but not limited to, academics, finance/accounting, maintenance and safety (page 53). In December 2017, the SRC approved a Notice of Nonrenewal for two ASPIRAmanaged charter schools for failure to meet standards in academics, organizational compliance and financial health and sustainability. The application identifies the senior administrators of ASPIRA and states that ASPIRA board of directors has eight board members; however, the application only provides the names of five ASPIRA board members (pages 53-54). Thus, evaluators were unable to confirm conclusively whether there would be any conflicts of interest between ASPIRA and APPCS. The applicant’s response regarding a proposed dissolution plan was limited and did not provide sufficient detail to assure evaluators that the Charter School would be prepared to lead a smooth dissolution process should one be warranted. For example, the proposed plan states that the school’s counsel would be appointed to represent the school but does not specifically address the role of counsel. Additionally, the plan broadly notes that student records will be transferred to “subsequent schools” but does not identify a process for executing the transfers or indicate that families will receive records as well if requested. Further, no provision was made for the business or employee records of the Charter School (page 54).
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Finance and Facilities Evaluators identified several concerns regarding the applicant’s budget, facility plan and financerelated application narrative and supporting documents; such concerns detailed below. Financial Policies and Procedures The applicant’s proposed financial policies lacked specificity in many areas and failed to clearly outline an appropriate system of checks and balances to ensure that the Charter School’s funds are being spent appropriately. The application narrative and supporting attachments include conflicting information as detailed below. The application narrative states that two Charter School Board members, the Principal, the Superintendent, the CEO and the COO all have signing authority (page 57); the latter three individuals appear to be ASPIRA employees,. The proposed financial policies, however, do not identify any specific positions as having signing authority (Attachment 28). Further, neither the application narrative nor the financial policies clearly outlines purchasing authorities. The application narrative states that all purchasing requests are processed once approved by the appropriate school authority (page 57); it goes on to state that the COO may approve facilities and IT purchases, and that academic and instructional items may be approved by the Principal or his/her designees. While the narrative makes reference to a $25,000 threshold for soliciting bids (page 57), there is no reference to any threshold in the financial policies. Also, it appears from a review of the MSLA that significant expenses, such as those for information technology services, transportation and food services, would be exempt from bidding because ASPIRA is the designated services provider for these services under the MSLA. The narrative provides no further details regarding what other positions would have authority to approve purchases, and fails to describe the conditions under which the Principal would assign a designee. Further, the proposed financial policies fail to identify any positions which have purchasing authority. There is a mention of a program manager directly approving purchases for payment, but this position is not defined in the policy, and no such title exists in the submitted organizational charts or Year 1 budget (page 7). There are also several instances where the proposed policies identify a person rather than a position (pages 4, 5, 6 and 8). Of the people mentioned, only one of the three names appears in the finance organizational chart (Attachment 30). Evaluators also noted that while the application narrative mentions a credit card policy, this policy is not included in the proposed policies (page 57). The applicant’s narrative states that the school will use a payroll system called Paylocity (page 57), while the finance policies state the use of Intuit (Attachment 28), as well as ADP EasyPay and ADP Payex (page 15). The financial policies also state that there are separate payroll systems used for the “three organizations”; the three different organizations are not specified, and evaluators could not determine what the three different organizations were. Evaluators also noted that the financial policies made reference to 401(k), SEP and SIMPLE retirement plans (Attachment 28), but both the application narrative (page 42) and benefits attachment (Attachment 13) state that the Charter School would participate in a 403(b) plan. These inconsistencies left evaluators uncertain of what would be offered to employees and if the offering would be compliant with Charter School Law and approved by PSERS.
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Budget Evaluators identified several concerns regarding the applicant’s submitted budget, including inconsistencies between the budget and the budget narrative and other supporting documents, as well items that were not budgeted at appropriate levels. There are several staffing discrepancies between the narrative and the budget. For example, the applicant states that there will be nine (9) Special Education teachers as well as a part-time speech and language pathologist in Year 1, but the budget only includes six (6) Special Education teachers and does not include a speech and language pathologist. There is mention of a Director of Operations throughout the narrative (pages 22, 42, 43, 49, 50 and 51), but the position is not clearly included in the budget. Conversely, an Assistant Principal position is listed in both the budget and organizational chart (Attachment 8) but is not mentioned in the narrative. Presented in the budget, however, is an allocation for 1.9 FTE under “Leadership” but it is not clear who this attempts to account for. Based on the description of duties for the Director of Operations, which are principally related to building operations and climate, and the reporting structure for the Assistant Principal, which is academic in nature, these positions appear to be distinct from one another. The application also states that there will be a full-time Parent and Community Liaison, but the position is not included in the budget (page 60). The special education enrollment assumption is identified by the applicant as 27%, but the enrollment table within the application states 24.9%, and the Year 1 budget shows 25% (pages 45-46). As previously mentioned, the management fee is inconsistently represented for Year 1 as 2% (Attachment 24), 4% (Attachment 26) and 5% (page 53). On Page 44, the applicant states that the Charter School will have a food service team of 17 staff, but the Year 1 budget only includes eight staff. It was unclear to the evaluators to what extent this was a discrepancy, as the evaluators are aware that Antonio Pantoja Charter School prepares meals for all ASPIRA Schools, and the 17 staff members could be responsible for all schools. However, these staff would then be expected to remain with Antonia Pantoja Charter School and not appear in the budget for APPCS. It was also unclear as a result of these staffing levels what the Direct Service Cost item in the MSLA for “Nutrition Services” would cover and if this would result in a duplication of effort. Evaluators also noted that there is 0.5 “IT” staff item in the Year 1 budget even though the MSLA also identifies “Information Technology and Support Services” as one of the covered Direct Services provided by ASPIRA; as with the nutrition services, it was unclear to evaluators what ASPIRA was to provide that would not duplicate the staffing that APPCS has also budgeted for Year 1. Additionally, the per-pupil funding assumptions in the application narrative (page 56), which are consistent with District per pupil amounts for the 2017-2018 school year, do not match the rates used in the budget, which are not consistent with the actual current year’s rates (Attachment 26). Evaluators identified several concerns within the budget document itself (Attachment 26). In the Revenues section for the Year 1 budget, there is a budget line item of $450,000 for grant revenues, but there is no supporting documentation regarding the source of and commitment to grant these revenues. Evaluators also noted that the budgeted National School Lunch Program (NSLP) revenues were high. On a per-pupil basis, the revenue budgeted is higher than the revenues on a per student basis received from the NSLP by the School District of Philadelphia in FY17, as well as Antonio Pantoja Community Charter School.
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In the Expenditures section of Year 1, there is no budget for substitute services or professional development, although there were extensive references to professional development activities in the application. There is also no budget for tuition reimbursement although this was identified in the application as an employee benefit up to $2,500 per employee per fiscal year after 90 days of employment (Attachment 12). The proposed lease identify a monthly rent of $30,000 ($360,000), but the budgeted expense is for only $297,500, a difference of $62,500, which exceeds the budgeted surplus ($43,295) for Year 1. In the five-year budget, fund balances are low, rising from 0.63% in Year 1 to 2.83% in Year 5; both significantly below the standard in the District’s Charter School Performance Framework. Such a small fund balance provides the Charter School with very little budget flexibility to cover unforeseen expenses. Given the aforementioned underbudgeted items as well as the maintenance burden placed on the school through the lease agreement (see below), as well as the exclusion of several positions from the budget that were identified within the application narrative, evaluators found that it is likely APPCS would operate in deficit in each of the five years, or would need to make substantial modifications to their budget plan. Further, evaluators noted the concern that these budget oversights have great potential to impact the Charter School’s ability to implement its educational program as presented. Facilities Evaluators identified several concerns with respect to the lease terms for the proposed facility at 4322 North 5th Street, Philadelphia, PA, 19140 (Attachment 33). This facility is currently owned and occupied by ASPIRA, which would relocate its operations to the ASPIRA campus at 6301 N 2nd Street to allow APPCS to eventually occupy all three floors. ASPIRA would, in addition to being the CMO, also serve as the landlord for the Charter School’s facility. According to the lease, APPCS would occupy floors 1 and 2 in Year 1 and all three floors in Year 2; however, the lease payment due remains the same, $30,000 per month, for Year 1 and Year 2. It was unclear to evaluators if the Charter School would have use of all three floors in Year 1 as they are paying the same rental amount in both years; if not, the Charter School is paying a premium in Year 1 for only 67% of the space they would occupy in Year 2. Evaluators also had concern regarding the financial impact of other lease terms. Section 10 states: “At its sole costs and expense and without reimbursement form Landlord, Tenant shall keep, repair, and maintain the entire interior and exterior of the Premises, specifically including, without limitation, walls, doors, flooring, carpeting, the heating, ventilating and air condition system, electrical system, plumbing system, fire suppression and life safety system, windows, and plate glass clean, in good order, without accumulations of debris, ice, or snow, and in good condition and repair and shall replace same upon becoming damaged, worn, or obsolete, without regard to whether such replacements are "structural" or "non-structural". While some of the requirements detailed in Section 10 are typical arrangements within a triple net lease, evaluators noted that the requirement to replace the basic systems for the facility such as the HVAC, electrical and plumbing systems, as well as structural components of the facility, goes beyond typical tenant requirements of a commercial lease. Such a requirement dramatically increases the Charter School’s (tenant) financial risk, and would require thorough and careful 23



development of financial contingencies to address these risks. The applicant did not identify funds allocated for capital repairs and replacements, and failed to identify financing options in the event that a system failure occurs. Evaluators also noted that Section 13(a) of the lease states two different values for commercial general liability insurance. Additionally, evaluators noted that the ability for the landlord to require increased coverages with 30 days’ notice is an unusual lease term which creates financial and budgetary uncertainty for the proposed charter school. Further, evaluators noted that lease default for failure to pay rent after five business days is excessively punitive. Evaluators also noted concerns with respect to the MSLA in relation to the lease especially in consideration of ASPIRA being both the landlord and the service provider under the MSLA. While the lease states that the tenant must make and pay for all repairs and replacements to the facilities, the MSLA states that the CMO, ASPIRA, would provide facilities services on a direct service cost basis. The terms of the lease and MSLA appear to require the Charter School, as the tenant, to pay directly for the repair and replacement of assets that ultimately would belong to the landlord and also be required to utilize the same entity to make the repairs and replacements under the MLSA through payment of “Direct Services Costs” (Attachment 24).These terms raised concerns about the ability of the school to control costs for the services provided by the CMO that are outside the management fee.



Family and Community Engagement and Support ASPIRA has a history of supporting education in the North Philadelphia, which evaluators observed would indicate that ASPIRA would have an understanding of the Latino community in the target community. The Charter School's interest in facilitating dual language acquisition underscores its understanding of the value of a biliterate community and education for the community's young people. The application, however, does not make a strong case for why this school is needed, because the applicant did not provide any data regarding demographics, current schools available, enrollment limitations or academic achievement data of local schools (page 60). Evaluators were concerned about the application’s description of the targeted community. The applicant’s response to the Target Community prompt identifies 6301 N. 2nd Street as the proposed location for APPCS. This is a different address from that on the proposed lease attached to the application. The application continues by stating that preference will be given to “students residing in the Kensington and Olney catchments outlined by the School District of Philadelphia” (page 60). Evaluators again expressed concern over the inconsistent presentation of addresses for the proposed school. Neither address provided falls within the Kensington or Olney catchments, which would mean that the Charter School would not have a prefernce for students that live closest to the facility. 6301 N. 2nd Street is within the Fels High School catchment, and 4322 N. 5th Street, the presumed actual location of the Charter School (Fact Sheet and Attachment 33), is within the Edison High School catchment. In terms of evidence of support, the applicant noted that it received a total of seven (7) letters of support from “Concilio, Hispanic Community Counseling Services, Taller Puertorriqueño, and
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State Representative of the 180th District, Pan American Behavioral Health Services, Inc., In the Light Ministries, and Asosiacion Puertorriqueños en Marcha (“APM”)” (page 61). The applicant, however, submitted only four (4) letters of support and, with the exception of Taller Puertorriqueño, none of the aforementioned letters of support were included within the submitted materials. In total, the applicant submitted a variety of documents as supporting evidence: 168 complete general letters of support (for replication) from Philadelphia residents, one (1) letter of support from an elected official, and four (4) letters of support for the expansion of ASPIRA Schools generally, and of this proposed Charter School, from possible community partners. Evaluators did note a concern for some of the letters of support from possible community organizations as the application narrative identified that these possible partners would be providing “health services for both physical and mental, cultural enrichment, academic enrichment, faith based opportunities, and local government initiatives” (page 61). Based on this range of possible services, it was not clear if these partners would serve students or adults and if the latter, if they would be serving community adults in the school building while students were present. Further, it was unclear what “faith based opportunities” would be provided at a Charter School, a public school. The applicant also provided one (1) MOU from a community partners that appears to be between ASPIRA and the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine (PCOM). Based on the MOU, it does not appear that PCOM is proposing to partner directly with APPCS. Also included with the application was a spreadsheet listing 341 unique students indicating that they are applying for APPCS; however, the applicant did not provide copies of any forms completed by any family who intends to enroll a student of an applicable grade at the school (pages 60-61, Intent to Enroll Attachment). As such, evaluators were not able to identify if these were applicants to APPCS, students expressing interest in APPCS or based on the representations made in the application, students from waitlists at other ASPIRA schools who were being used to populate the APPCS lottery (page 47). Further, of the 341 names on the spreadsheet provided for APPCS, 117 names were also on the spreadsheet provided in the application for Eugenio Maria de Hostos Preparatory Charter School. The narrative cites the establishment of both a Parent Teacher Association (PTA) and a Parent Teacher Organization (PTO), leaving evaluators without clarity regarding the formal opportunities for parent involvement. The applicant did not provide a detailed explanation for how parents and families would be able to be involved in the Charter School and there was no discussion regarding the parents' role in direct support of the Charter School and in communitybuilding events. The applicant’s parent and family engagement plan focuses primarily on communcating with parents, but beyond the PTO/PTA explanation, evaluators were not provided a clear sense of how parents would engage the Charter School (page 61). The applicant did state, however, that once the PTA was formed, the President of this organization would hold an exofficio position on the board for EMDHPCS. The application stated that parents would be able to access student information via PowerSchool, parent/teacher conferences and outreach to teachers. Evaluators did note concern about parents' regular access to PowerSchool either due to lack of access to home computers and high-speed internet or due to a primary language not being English. The applicant did not identify any
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accommodation for the parent portal for non-English speakers even though the Charter School intends to enroll a sizable EL student population. Although the applicant identified parents as “partners” (page 36) in student learning, evaluators noted that the Charter School specified translating documents for only one of 18 possible languages; as more than 150 home languages are spoken in the District this would leave a significant number of families potentially with reduced access to information about their children (page 63). Beyond sharing of performance information with families of students, the applicant did not present a concrete plan for sharing progress and achievement data with stakeholders in the community (page 64).
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